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Welcome Message
Dear Colleagues, Partners, Scientists, and Friends,
It is my honor and pleasure to welcome you to the 5th World Congress & Expo onPharmaceutics & Drug Delivery
Systems, is being held during Feb 10-11, 2020 in the beautiful city of Lisbon, Portugal.
Advances in fundamental, applied and translational research as well as their applications are beginning to transform
the drug discovery, drug design and biopharma landscape.In this context, the Congress planned would bring in a new
spin on conferences by presenting the latest scientific improvements in the fundamental achievements and theirtranslational, applied and clinical impacts.Being in this fast-growing sector, the Congress will provide a forum for researchers, drug designers, entrepreneurs and clinicians of the next-step generationand thus thrive to gather like-minded
people from various disciplines of pharma, healthcare and affiliated sectors in a single Forum to present cutting edge
research and learn about the latest breakthroughs and technologies in biopharma-related areas.
The Congress will provide the ideal forum to stimulate ideas and establish collaborations as well as to initiate intense
discussions to secure setting up cooperative partnership and strategic alliances. The Program will discuss how new
philosophy, new technologies and new marketscould improve drug discovery and to stimulate development of the
new market niches whilst helping to centralize and organize biopharma infrastructure of the future to come. The
Congress will be a wonderful opportunity to build networks with distinguished academics, industrial experts and
renowned researchers from various disciplines of pharma and healthcare sciences and to share their insights on the
theme.
Our goal is to facilitate the exchange of knowledge and experience and to invigorate the field with young scientists,
biodesigners and bioengineers on one hand and the worldwide known leaders, on the other one. The Congress
would thus secure the attracted participation from leaders to propose ways to stimulate the adoption of the newest
innovations into the drug design, drug discovery and biopharma.
Personally I am convinced that the international partnership and collaboration would play a crucial promoting role
for the jointly set projects from any points of view. We do hope that your interaction with your colleagues from different countries will stimulate a creative exchange of ideas and will be personally rewarding.
We look forward to seeing you at the Congress, and to providing you with an unforgettable scientific and social experience in Lisbon which whilst being aa place where many different cultures, artistic excellence and sophisticated
tastes meet in interesting and fascinating ways.
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